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In a desire to make education functional in preparing 
the learner adequately to meet life's problems, attention 
has been focused on the well-rounded development of the 
individual. Educators have turned to various areas of 
activity such as the field of Home and Family Life Educa -
tion. with the question, "What are the educational experi-
ences which this field can best give?" 
I. THE PROBLEM 
l 
Statement ot ~ Problem. The purpose of this problem 
is to show how Home and Family Lite Education ht s contribut-
ed to the curriculum of secondary education to achieve 
certain aims set up by the Tulsa Schools. These as stated 
by the Currioulwn Council, are: 
"To develop a fundamental faith in the American ideal 
ot democracy and to develop those attitudes, skills, and 
understandings which will enable the individual, as a member 
of the social group concerned, to become a positive force 
in the process of its achievement; and to develop an effective 
personality through an understanding ot self and through an 
appreciation of the importance of the aesthetic and the spir-
itual in human activities." 
Importance ot ~ Study. The impetus given education 
by the improved methods ot approaching and solving educa-
tional problems has made educators search for help to make 
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education more functional . At the present time there is 
very little printed material assembled to aid teachers in: 
(1) bringing lite situations into school experience, (2) 
obtaining a closer and a more sympathetic understanding be-
tween school and the home, (3) having a better understanding 
ot hum.an relationships so that they may attain a reasonable 
success in classroom guidance. 
Tulsa was asked to participate as one of the thirty 
schools selected by the Progressive Education Association 
in an eight-year study of enrichment of education. This 
is the last year of the study which means there should be 
a summary and evaluation of the experiences and procedures 
used during the study. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Tuls Curriculum Council is composed of a representa-
tive te cher from each junior high school building and each 
senior high school building under the leadership of the 
Assistant Superintendent ot Secondary Schools, 1dr. Eli 
Foster and Principal of the Daniel Webster High School, Mr. 
T. H. Broad. The council meets each month with its members 
bringing to the meetings the thinking of the administrators 
and teachers. Each member then returns to his building, re-
porting the results ot the cooperative thinking and discus-
sions of the Curriculum Council. The following definitions 
are given by the Curriculum Council which represents the 
t hinking of many educators. 
Cor~ Curriculwn, the core portion of the curriculum 
consists of those experiences and activities which should 
develop 1n the individual the understandings, skills, atti-
tudes, and a ppreciations essential to effective living in 
a democratic society. Therefore, the Council felt that the 
core curriculum. should meet the general educa tion need of 
al l secondary school pupils and should be required of all 
pupils. 
General Education is the term used the last two years 
in the Tulsa Schools in place of the term, Core-Curriculum. 
Behavior patterns a re expressed in terms of activity 
or overt action. It is the ultlmate objective or outcome 
ot any educat iona l experience. 
Personal Characteristics a re those qualities of 
personality which are held to be essentia l to the atta in-
ment of the ma jor educationa l va lues. They a re qualitles 
necessary for producing the desired behavior pattern. 
A problem. Should be significant to a child in that 
it cha llenges his interest, meets his immediate or future 
needs and requires the technique of problem solving in its 
solution. The menta l processes invol ved in problem solving 
are: (1 ) recognit i on nd definition of problem, (2) col-
lection and organization of da ta, (3) formation ot hypoth-
eses, (4) interpreta tion of data, (5) modification of 




Generalizations. (1) Is used to mean a truth or a 
principle which is func t ional for the child in that it helps 
him to underst nd and interpret the experiences of living. 
Such a generalizat ion must have social signif icance in that 
it is interpretative and differs from a pure subject-matter 
genera lization such a s a scientific principle or a mathe-
matical theorem. ( 2 ) Such generalizations should not be 
taught as a statement ct t act to be learned but r ather that 
through the best lea rning procedures the child will arrive 
at an understanding of these generalizdtlons nd will be 
able to apply them in _J1ew situations. 
III. PREVIEW 01' FOLLOWING CHAPTERS . 
The information presented in the following chapters 
is obtained trom administrators, teacher-committee reports, 
and from the experience of the writer during the period of 
establishing the General Education program in the Tulsa 
schools. One chapter gives the history of the General 
Education and Home and Family Life Education programs in 
the Tulsa Public Schools. Another cha ter de cribes the 
activities contributed by the Home and F mily Life Education 
to the Genera l Educa tion progra m in the junior high schools 
of Tulsa . The fourth chapter sta tes the rel tionship ot 
the community and the school. The fifth and last chapter is 
an evaluation ot the contributions made by the Home and 
Family Life Education to the General Education Program in 
the junior high schools ot Tulsa. 
CHAPTER II 
THE HISTORY OF THE GENERAL EDUCTION 
AND HOME AND FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS IN THE TULSA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
The following brief' history of the two programs in 
Tulsa is a summary t aken from committee reports a nd bulle-
tins prep red by Tulsa Public Schools. 
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In 1930 a commission of the Progressive Education 
associa tion on the Relation o:f' Schools and Colleges, started 
a curriculum study to enrich the school experiences of the 
child. Tulsa was a sked to .participate as one of the thirty 
selected schools. Each one ot the schools s left tree to 
develop the program in its own way which means that no t wo 
of the schools have developed along identical lines. There-
fore, there is no program which could be called the Pro-
gressive Education ssociation program because they do not 
advocate any specia l t ype of school progr am but support 
and aid any plan which shows promise of helping boys and 
girls rea ch their maximum ef:f'icienoy. 
I. THE TULSA GENERAL EDUCTI ON PROGRAM 
Eduoational administrators in Tulsa were definitely 
in sympathy with the proposed curriculum s tudy ot the Pro-
gressive Education Associa tion and to which they eagerly 
s ubscribed. The a ctua l installat ion of the program was 
deliberately delayed until pla·ns could be carefully thought 
through and members of the commission would have time to 
pass judgment on the changes proposed tor this school system. 
In 1933 Tulsa started the study in tour of the junior 
high schools on the seventh grade level. During the first 
three years of the experiment the teachers , who handled 
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the experimental groups, were left free to determine methods 
of instruction and curriculum content and emph sis without 
regard to traditi onal practice, traditional requirements, 
or existing administrative nd supervisory organizati n. 
In September, 1936, the first ot t he grouos included 
in the study entered the central High School. It then be-
came evident that there wa s a need tor a coordinating com-
mittee. Consequently, a Steering Committee ot six members 
s 3ppointed to recommend to the seconddry school staff 
curriculum adjustments, administrative procedures and teach-
ing practices which it believed promised improvement. The 
committee conceived of the core port ion ot the curriculum 
l 2 
as defined in Cha pter I a nd submitted a report. 
The subject-matter directors, by teacher committees, 
then submitted reports of experiences and curriculum con-
tent that would make a definite contribution to the six 
core areas. The Steering Committee and the Study Committe,& 
ma.de up of :1'our teachers, organi zed this material and recom-
mended that the six oore areas be reduced to three jor 
areas: (1) personal development, (2) development towa rd 
.mature participation in a democratic society, and (3) de-
velopment of the essential skills o:1' eomm.unioat ion and 
l 
Cf. ante • 3. 
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expression. The Bronxville group, composed ot fifteen 
members adopted the recommendations and started its work 
'1 
at Bronxville, under the leadership of the Progressive 
Education Asoociation ~orkshop during the summer ot 1937. 
This group took the material submitted by the subject-matter 
areas and placed it into logical und sequent i al order so 
that it could be organized into teacha ble units af ter con-
sidering the list of pupil needs from the standpoint of bo~h 
teacher and pupil opinions. This list of needs was ob-
t a ined during the preceeding school year which had been 
ca refully compiled . They developed a criteri tor these-
lection ot core currioulu.m problems which has been of great 
value. 3 
The subject-matter areas included in the core currio-
ulum, no called general education, differ in ea.ch school. 
Three schools, i l son, Clinton a nd Lowell have all subject-
a reas included in General Educat ion teachers daily planning 
period. Other schools include only the English , social 
studies nd science or .mathematic teachers in their planning 
conference. In the f a ll of 1940, 11 junior high schools 
will be working in the General Education Program in a t 
least two gr de levels, while four will have all three 
grade levels included in the program. 
During the summers of 1938 and 1939 a committee of 
Tulsa tea chers and principals wrote and revised source 
Ap endix, Division I . 
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units for the seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth grade 
levels while attending the Progress i ve Educat ion Association 
Workshop a t Denver. During the summer of 1939, another 
committee of Tulsa Teachers a ttended the Progressive Educa-
tion Association Workshop a t Chicago to vork on evuluation 
on all levels of secondary schools and also the source 
units tor the eleventh gr ade. 
·4 
The Curriculum Council, established in the fall of 
1937, advises, promotes , and coordinates curriculum devel-
opment throughout the ye~r. 
The Currioulum nd the Evaluation Staffs of the Pro-
gressive Education ssociut i on has visited Tulsa twice a 
year for the past three years and advised both adlD.inis-
trators nd teachers in all curriculum buildings in the 
Tulsa Public Schools. 
The philosophy developed by administrators and teachers 
of Tulsa is an outgrowth of their cooperative study ot the 
last six years. Briefly st ted, it is to per petuate the 
democra tic form ot government thr ugh education. It pre-
sents the following definition of democracy: "Democracy is 
an ideal which we as · people are in the process of devel-
oping. It is a way or living in which all individuals and 
groups feel responsible to provide for the maximum devel-
opment of all ." 
4 
Cf. ante, p . 2. 
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II. THE HISTORY OF HOME AND FAMILY LIFE EDUCTION 
Instruction in Home and Family Lite Education was 
really first established in 1914, and was then known as 
Domestic Science and Art. 'The course presented in one 
building, consisted ot laboratory experience in hand sew-
ing and simple cooking for the fifth, sixth, and seventh 
grade girls. Within a short ti.me, the program was extended 
to the elementary schools throughout the eity. As the 
program has broadened the name has been changed so as to 
be more appropriate for the content ot the curriculum.. 
Thus, the name changed :trom Domestic Science and Art to 
Home Economics, later to Homemaking, then finally, in order 
to give a still broader interpretation, it is now called 
Home and Family Life Education. The history of the program. 
is one which shows development in tour ways, namely: 
curriculum, housing, community cooperation, and special 
features. 
Under Miss Maude Firth's direction, a cooperative 
currioulwn program, her first in Tulsa, was begun in 1924. 
Teachers of Rome and Yamily Life, parents, and pupils 
participated in a survey 1n which activities in 1361 homes 
in Tulsa were observed. 
The returns of this survey served as the basis for 
the organization ot the curriculwn for the junior and 
senior high schools. It is now organized under three 
broad a reas of learning which contribute to the growth 
and development of the child. These are (1) health and 
personality, (2} human relationships, and (3) consumer 
buying a nd use. 
10 
One course which attracted nation-wide attention was 
the Home Crafts course tor boys, introduced into the senior 
high schools in 1925. This course is based upon boys' needs 
as discovered through questionnaires, given to the boys 
themselves and to parents. After some years, upon both 
girls'and boys' requests, a plan tor co-educational classes 
has been adopted and has been in operation the past tour 
years. The name of the course was changed in 1939 to Home 
Living. 
With the introduction of the • P. A. Nursery School 
program in 1934, laboratory experience in child development 
was provided tor both boys and girls in Centra l High School. 
The Federal program pa ved the way tor the child development 
l aboratories in the new Daniel Webster and Will Rogers Senior 
1:Iigh Schools which were opened in 1938 and 1939, respective-
ly. 
With the introduction ot the Genera l Educa tion program, 
the Home and Family Lite Educa tion was gradually accepted 
as an important phase ot education tor all girls and boys. 
Housing. When the three junior high schools were 
built in 1926, modern, well-equipped two and three-room 
departments were included in each one. The plant for the 
underprivileged child has developed from a meager one to a 
beautifully appointed seven-room apartment. The most modern 
plants are those at Will Rogers and Daniel Webster High 
Schools. In addition to the food, clothing, and Home 
Living laboratories, and dining room, ther e is the child 
development laboratory which consists of: playroom, 
sleeping room, oftice, observation room, toilet room, 
. . 
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locker room, laundry, storage space, and play ground. This 
laboratory serves as the core ot the Home and Family Educa-
tion program tor the senior high schools. 
Community Cooperation. The Home and Family Lite 
Education teachers h&ve given generously ot their time and 
energy in community programs and welfare work such as: 
(1) planned balanced and special menus for individuals and 
organizations, (2) wrote weekly stories for the press tor 
two years, (3) prepared refreshments for a large number 
of community and school a:f'fairs, ( 4) teachers and director 
served on community relief committees, (5) furnished pro-
grams and speakers, (6} cooperated with real estate firms 
in furnishing homes and (7) the director served as advisor 
to the lederal Nursery Schools. 
Special Features. Some of the special features of 
program worthy of mention are: (1) Nutrition programs, 
(2) dramatic costumes, (3) parent-teacher cooperation, (4) 
Federal Nursery School Cooperation, and (5) public school 
and Tulsa University cooperation program. 
III. THE UNIQUE CONTRIBUTIONS OF HOME ECONOMICS 
AS PRESENTED BY DR. IVOL SPAFFORD AND COMMITTEE 
12 
Several times Dr. Spafford ot the University ot Minne-
sota, met with a committee ot eight teachers, during the 
year 1938-39, to discuss Ho.me Economics in general education 
at the secondary level. In 1939 as a result ot these meet-
ings held during the year they compiled a report in regard 
to the meaning ot Home Economics, the objectives it can best 
serve, guiding principles tor developing and evaluating a 
program. 
The Tulsa Home and Family Life Education teachers 
agree entirely with the statement of this committee on the 
unique contributions of Home Economics to general eduoa-
tion.5 
Dr. Spattord and Committee state: 
Home economics is unique, first ot all, in 
that home living is the core ot its educational 
program •••••• While hom, economics has drawn on a 
•ide nge ot basic knowledge, it has·reorganized 
this knowledge to serve a new purpose, made for 
itself a body ot subject m.atter •••• The unifying of 
educational experiences, as they relate to those 
lite activities with which home economics is con-
cerned, represents a second unique contribution 
of home economics ••••• The personalizing ot in-
struction represents a third unique contribution 
ot home economics today ••••• The opportunity to 
acquire speoitic techniques and skills ot home 
l iving represents a fourth unique contribution ot 
the field •••• Techniques and skills, broadly in-
terprete , include those of hWlkln relationships 
5 
!vol Spafford and Committee, Home Economics in Gen-
eral Education at the Seoondary -Lever-TBurgess Pub!Isiilng 
Company, Mlnneapol!'s'; Minnesota, 19391, pp. 6-7. 
as well as those which deal with m.aterial· a spects 
of living •••••• Home Economics would. then, appear 
to ofter experiences and values that go beyond 
those ttoquired in other fields in the secondary 
curriculum.· Basic is a fundamental concern for 
home living, a concern which permeates the whole 
program ••••••• Even though the learnings in other 
fields are functional, there is still the need to 
see them in all their interrelationships. Rome 
Eoonomios seems to be the field which can do this 
best in the area of home and family life and in 




THE PROBLEM AND ACTIVITIES CONTRIBUTED 
BY THE HOME AND FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION TO 
THE GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM IN 'l'HE 
TULSA ~ONIOR HIGH SCHOOLS 
Classroom procedures used in the General Education 
Program in the Tulsa junior high schools are a combination 
of: (1) teacher-teacher planning, (2) pupil-teacher plan-
14 
. ·5 
ning, (3) problem solving, (4) the class summarization an4 
evaluation ot the problem, and (5) the relation of the 
community and the school. 
Teacher-teacher planning. In three ot the junior high 
schools, Lowell, Wilson, and Clinton, the teachers ot all 
departments meet one hour each day a nd plan the content 
and procedures of the problems taught in the General Educa-
7 
tion classes. Each problem is considered carefully betore 
and after the pupil-teacher planning. Proper use of this 
conference period with each problem prevents overlapping of 
subject matter and broadens the area of interest and possi-
ble fields of exploration tor the child. This method keeps 
constantly before the teachers the tact that the subject 
matter is a means to an end rather than an end within it-
self and that it is the changed behavior patterns of the 
child that is the desired outcome rather than memorized 
facts. 
6 
er. ante, p. 4 
7 
ppendix, Division II 
Pupil-teacher planning. This procedure is the one 
given to the Tulsa teachers by Mr. H. H. Giles, on the 
15 
a 
curriculum staff of the Progressive Education Association. 
Problem-solving. The procedures used in problem solv-
ing are based upon the previously stated definition ot a 
g 
problem and the scientific method ot solving the problem. 
The techniques used for individual ized classroom procedures 
fall into the following areas: (1) giving oral and written 
reports, {2) exhibits, (3) demonstrations, (4) field trips, 
( 5) visual aids, ( 6) r adio programs, ( 7) collection ot 
illustrative material, (8) bulletin boards, (9) class ifi-
cation and filing of materials, (10) construction of class 
problems , (11) dramatization, (12) panel discussions, (13) 
wide and tree reading, (14) self-evaluation in each activity, 
(15) leisure and, (16) special groups. 
Home and Family Lite Education has made a greater con-
tribution to the following class room procedures: (l) ex-
hibits, (2) demonstrations, (3) field trips, (4) visual 
aids, (5) construction ot class problems, (6) dramatization 
(7) panel discussions, (8) leisure and, (9) special groups. 
These contributions have been taken to the General Education 
classroom in most cases, while in some instances the classes 
have been held in the Home and Family Life Education labor-
atories. The following discussion will be limited to the 
classroom procedures covering the nine a reas named above. 
8 
Appendix, Division II 
9 
er. Ilte, p. 4. 
I Exhibits 
The Home and Family Lite Education has helped plan, 
assemble .materials, furnish equipment, and develop some 
skills in presenting exhibits tor the Genera l Education 
classes in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade levels. 
A 
.SEVENTH GR DE 
16 
Teaching Unit: !!£!!~~Life Affect My Develop-
ment? The General Education classes pl nned an open house 
for their parents to exhibit their class work, giving them 
a better understanding of their plan of study, thus bring-
ing their home life a nd school lite in closer relationship. 
The entire cl ss was divided into committees of four t o six, 
girls and boys serving on each group, to plan and prepare 
for their parent s tl t open house which was to be held in 
each classroom included in the pupils daily schedule. Home 
and Family Life ducation furnished information, equipment, 
food, and pr a ctice for the a ctivities pl a nned by ea ch com-
mittee. The food was prepared and served by class members 
in the l&bor tory of the Home and Family Life Education. 
Tho a ctiv ities tha t developed out of the problem ot open 
house for the parents were shared equally by each child 
which included: (1) writing and sending invitations, (2) 
being a host or hostess , (3) pl a nning a nd arranging exhibits 
of finished class work , (4) preparing or serving a tea to 




Teaching Unit, !2.2,£ ~ Clothing. One committee ot 
girls trom each General Education Class prepared an exhibit 
of canned f oods by cooperating with the Home and Family Lite 
Education department. They purchased the t ood at the store 
and then placed the exhibit in their classes for display 
and discussion. The exhibit showed: {l) the sizes ot 
cans; 1, 2, 2i and 10 (2} all methods or forms in which 
several foods are canned, for example: whole, sliced , 
cubed, shoestring, large, small, tiny, f ancy grade, water 
p eked, syrup packed, etc. (3} prices (4) that the use of 
the tood determines the grade selected, for example--a 
cheaper grade of vegetable may be used tor soup or mixtures 
of foods than for a buttered vegetable (5) the test for a 
solid packed oan. 
A second committee, accomp6nied by the teacher ot 
Family Lite Education, ma.de a trip to the Farmers 'arket 
in Tulsa and selected each kind of truit and vegetable 
sold in the rket. The pupils then exhibited these foods 
in their General Education Class. The name and prices were 
shown by cards then the pupils told how they seLected 
each food. 
h third committee .resented to their class a few simple 
helps or a ids in selecting good mer t and hoped to famili-
arize them with the location ot so.me of the most used cuts 
of meats. They did this by having a large colored meat 
chart posted so every one could see while they discussed 
the important points in selecting meat such a s; color -ot 
both tissue and t at , mottled with t at, odor, and texture 
or grain of .meat . ·They then gave each class member a 
blank dr a\ ing of the beef and together they a ll filled in 
the · me of the cuts, hoping to make them f amiliar with 
the location in relation to the animal. 
18 
Home and Family Lite Education furnished information, 
pictures and e quipment to help the General Education and 
Art Classes to work out an Art exhibit showing : (1) 
color values studied in rela tion to home and dress (2) 
the principle kinds of materials in clothing (3) posters 
with designs created by pupils using food subjects (4) 
wood carving ot household furnishings and (5) linoleum 
blocks of Christmas greeting cards. 
II. DEMONSTRATIONS 
The following demonstrations listed were given by 
members of the Genera l Education Classes with the help ot 
the Home and Family Life Education department. 
A. EIGHTH GRADE 
Teaching Unit: Individual~ GrouE Adjustment~ 
Our Env·iornment. A committee from the class prepared a 
simple, cold luncheon in the laboratory and then served 
the meal before a ll members of their class. They stressed 
the correct t ble manners, use of silverware, handling of 
the food , and the duties of ea ch f amily member while at 
the t able. s a culmina ting activity the class ate lunch 
in the cafeteria as a group , practicing the manners used 
by the demonstrating committee. 
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Teaching Unit: Clothing. (1) The boys met in the 
clothing laborutory and were g iven a demonstra tion ot how 
to: sew on buttons; darn socs; press trousers; and shine 
shoes. The boys were then allowed to pr ctice these a c-
tivities. (2) The boys were given a demonstration on se-
lection of boys' clothing, both underwear and outer cloth-
ing and on correct dress for diffdrent occasions, showing 
cha rts in full color on shirts, suits, hats, neokwaar, shoes 
and hosiery. 
The Home and Family Life cooperated with the Science 
cl sses in removing stains and completed the proper laundry 
process as the final step ot stain removal. 
B. xI NTH GRADE 
Ninth Grade Banque. The girls in their foods labor-
atory planned three menus, t o keep within the cost set by 
the entire class, and presented these menus at a class .meet-
ing. The choice W3S .tmde by voting. With the help of the 
Home and Family Life Education department, e&ch class 
created stories that would demonstrate by ctions the poss i-
ble rules of etiquette needed to a ttend the banquet, ex-
amples: asking for and a ccepting a date; t a ble manners; 
greeting and t ~king le ve of the host and hostess, etc. 
The boys nd gir ls each set the t able appropriate for the 
menu they had selected a nd pr a cticed their t uble manners, 
the boys showing the girls the courtesy of helping them be. 
seated t the table. 
20 
III. FIELD TRIPS 
The tea chers in Home and Family Life Educa tion helped 
pl an with the students before the field trip and a ccompanied 
them on the following trips: (1) Nursery Schools a t Rogers , 
Webster a nd the Federa l Nursery (2) Tulsa Beauty Col lege, 
(3) House construction, to report on materia ls and pl ans , 
(4) mea t packing (5) Banfield Frozen Foods, (6) Milk 
pastuerization (7) Farmers' Market (8) Federal Community 
Center. 
IV. VISUAL A IDS 
The Home and Family Life Education tea chers a id the 
General Education Science tea chers in finding and evaluat-
ing new films, illustra tive materials and photographs which 
were used in a ll classes. 
V. CONSTRUCTION OF CLASS PROBLEMS 
The Home and Family Life Education depa rtment contribut -
ed in the construction of class problems by helping to pl a n 
the design, shape and size so as to make the article usable 
and a ttractive. Coopera tive work was done on the following 
pr oblems: (1) rug weaving (2) vanities made from orange 
ora tes (the skirts were pl anned and made in the clothing 
l aboratory), (3) a dol l house made for t he primary gr ade, 
(4) cookie and biscuit cutters , (5) sugar and flour scoops, 
(6) candle holders, (7) flower pot bra ckets, (8) corn 




One of the greatest contributions that the Home and 
Family Life Educa tion depa rtments makes t o the a rea ot 
dramatics i s t he designing, pl a nning and making ot costumes 
for a ll phases of dramatization a nd supplying rea ding 
materia ls for origina l pl a ys depicting any part of f amily 
life or rela tionships and customs. In addition to helping 
with a ll the costumes as mentioned, the following original 
plays were evalua ted by the teachers of this department: 
duties of host and hostess; manners in public; manners a t 
a party; manners when eating in public; introductions on all 
occasions; manners when using the telephone; asking for and 
accepting a date; proper etiquette and common sense when 
visiting the sick; t wo pl ays showing (1) contrast between 
t wo f amilies--the one that is self sufficient and the other 
one tha t goes outside of the home tor interests and pleasure, 
and (2) a girl applying for a job a s a wa itress. 
The eighth grade Genera l Education classes wrote a 
pl ay entitled, "The Dudley Family at Dinner~ under careful 
supervision of the food classes who evaluated the a ccuracy 
ot all manners, correct t able conversation, rules ot setting 
table and serving the food. The play was given twice, once 
to the P . T. A. and once tor an all school assembly. The 
stage for the play was set in the middle of the auditorium 
floor with blea chers so that a ll movements of the a ctors 
could be seen. The success of the play was evident when the 
parents ask if a play on some other behavior patterns 
could be pl anned the following year. 
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The style show ot ga rments constructed in the clothing 
classes was given in the torm of a pl ay and shown tor an 
a ll-school a ssembly. 
VI I. P.: NEL DI SCUSSIONS 
Since the ma jority ot the teachers ot Home and Family 
Life Education have had a more thorough ba ckground and t Tain-
ing in human rela tionships, they a re especia lly qualified 
to assist in discussions concerning this tield. They have 
served a s a panel member with pupils and parents . The fol-
l owing panel discuss ions have been held as a cooperative 
problem with the Genera l Educa~ion Clas s es: (The pupi ls , 
having pl anned carefully, have ·at hand their materia l be-
fore opening the discussions.} 
A . SEVENTH GRADE 
Teaching~: ~ Responsibility. Within~ Groups 
in Which!~- The panel was made up ot four pupils and 
t wo tea chers, Genera l Education and Home and Family Lite 
Educa tion. The ques tion under discuss ion was, wha t makes 
a happy home'? 
B. EIGHTH GRADE 
Tea ching Unit: How ~ Uses lli Natura l Environment 
.!!! Providing the Necessities S!!.. Life. The panel was made 
up ot pupi ls , discuss i ng the problem, pres ervation of food . 
Teaching Unit: Clothing. The members or the class 
divided into committees and one member ot each committee 
presented to the entire class their report in the torm ot 
a symposium. 
C • NINTH GRADE 
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Teaching Unit: ~ People Earn!_ Living in~ Tulsa 
Area. The panel was made up ot pupils who had rather ex-
tensive interviews with employers representing many occupa-
tions. The question discussed was, flWhat kind of a person 
does an employer hire?" 
D. SEVENTH, EIGHTH AND NINTH GRADES 
!11 Teaching Units in !a! School Program. The panel 
was made up of a boy and girl from each grade level, six 
mothers, four teachers, two principals,and one director. 
The question discussed was, "What changes do you suggest 
in the school program and do you feel that there are areas 
that should have more emphasis?" 
VIII. LEISURE 
Since one of the major objectives of Home and Family 
Lite Education is: to meet recreational and avocational 
interests and need through using present resources of the 
home and through acquiring others; and to use home lite 
activities as means ot creative expression and of person-
ality development, the greatest contribution made to 
leisure was the teaching of a great many of these activi-
ties so that the pupil carried them into their other classes 
and into their leisure time elsewhere. Educators feel 
that the proper use ot leisure time is a very important 
objective in all phases of education at the present time 
because ot the increased time allowed in all occupations 
as well as the crying need ot the unemployed. 
On all grade levels help was given the General Educa-
tion Cla sses in planning the invita tions, games, refresh-
ments and their cost and preparation, and help in serving 
the tood at the following functions: (1) parties (2) teas, 
(3) picnics, (4) Sunday night suppers, (5) family birthday 
celebrations, (6) the "gang's" a t home p rt, (7) the 
family's night a t home and , (8) the sehool's open house. 
Help was also given in planning, figuring cost, de-
s igning, and of making use ot materials already in the home 
tor the following activities: (l} making simple, usable 
pieces of furniture, (2 ) impr oving the use of stor age space 
in the home in closets , a ttics, garages, etc., (3) i mproving 
the a rrangement ot the pupils bedroom and orkshops in some 
cases , (4) .ma.king simple and usable home furnishings , (5) 
mending and making appropria te toys for smaller children, 
(6) clean up ot ya rds a nd planting flower beds and , (7) 
renovation of furniture. 
Then the teaching ot all kinds of hand work such as: 
crocheting , knitting, embroidery a nd f ancy stitches, weav-
ing, piecing quilts, hooking rugs, needle point, dyeing 
.materials and making scrap books. 
IX. SFOOIAL GROUPS 
General Education is greatly benefited by the cooper-
ation of the Home and Family Life Education in caring for 
the non-high school girl, which was done at the Lowell 
Junior High School. 
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In the spring of 1939, only about thirty per cent of 
the graduates of Lowell Junior High School ot Tulsa, finish-
ed the high school course. Thirty-seven per cent of the 
students who had entered high school dropped out before they 
completed the three years of study and thirty-three per cent 
of the class had not continued any formal study. So in the 
fall of 1939 in an effort to prepare the non-high school 
student for better living, additional courses of Home and 
Family Life Education were included in the school program. 
The units of work selected tor the fourth year's work were 
selected after considering: (1) the previous units studied 
by the students, (2) their capacities tor learning, (3) 
income level and, (4) the possibility of becoming home-
makers or employees. 
The schedule was planned to make it possible for ninth 
grade students to make a choice between: Family Lite Educa-
tion and Industrial Arts alternating with Physical Educa-
tion or usie; or Music altern ting with Physical Education. 
In order to avoid making the students feel that they were 
selected tor any particular reason, questionnaires were 
given each student on which they indicated a choice. The 
teachers then selected the possible non-high school stud-
ents after a careful study ot: ability, i ncome level, 
indication ot the need of part -time work, and a choice ot 
subject. The t wenty-one students selected by the teachers 
tor the special classes r anged in grade level from 3.4 to 
8.4, making the grade median or the classes 5.1 which 
shows the gre t handicap these students have when leaving 
junior high school. (This is probably the gre test caus e 
ot withdrawal from high school.) 
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A survey was made ot the previous units stud.led dur-
ing the junior high school, desired outcomes, and the in-
terest of students before the following a reas of work were 
chosen: (1) exploring occupations for the individual with 
a high school educa tion and part-time jobs for the high 
school student, (2) personal grooming and hea lth as it 
affects one's appearance, {3} how to secure the job of my 
choice a nd developing some skill for my job, (4) occupa-
tions open through homemaking a nd industrial arts training, 
(5) the skilled homemaker. 
Since the program has not been in operation until 
this year, there is no way ot eva lua ting the content ot 
the yea r's work at this time. The students have indicated 
immediate benefits derived from the study and a ctivities. 
The teacher should have a direct contact and ftfollow uptt 
of these students the following year after they leave the 
junior high s chool, to determine whether they are in the 
home or on t he job. 
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The Class Summarization and Evaluation of the Problem. 
Evaluation has come to the foreground in educational think-
ing during the l ast few years. The emphasis had been 
changed from that of promotion and class or subject-matter 
grades to pointing out the individual strength and weak-
nesses of pupils as indicated through the diagnosis of 
learning tests, changed behavior patterns, curriculum, and 
educational methods and materials. This kind of evaluation 
promotes learning and gives the teacher a greater oppor-
tunity for guidance. The pupils must understand in ea ch 
case the purpose of the measure and what is to be measured. 
Tulsa administrator s and teachers realize that evaluation 
has been extremely weak and a great deal more study and 
time is needed to make evaluation truly functional in Tulsa. 
Some suggestions for summarizing by the entire class 
during the solving of the problem and at the completion ot 
the problem ~re: (1) Make an outline on the blackboard, 
(2) each day, at the beginning or the class ask one student 
to give a survey of what was covered in the last meeting 
of t he group, (3) build a summary around two or three key 
words used in the study and, (4) make a diagram or picture 
by a chart or graph. 
The term generalization is used to represent a verbal 
statement ot a potential understanding. It is a statement 
which combines the truths f ound in several other statements. 
In the teacher-teacher planning period generalizat ions a re 
set up which teachers wish students to achieve and 
activities planned which might be used to a chieve these 
generalizations. These are not given to the pupils tor 
generalizations are not taught, they must draw their own 
conclusions, make their own generalizations and evaluate 
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for themselves. The test of effective learning of a general-
ization is found, not in the ability of the pupil to verbal-
ize them but in the changes in behavior resulting from them .• 
Generalizations may be divided into classes: (1) tactual, 
which are based on Viall-established facts, facts not 
questioned by scientists--these do not contain a judgment 
ot value, and (2) appreciation of attitudes concerning the 
nature and results ot science as a whole or the scientific 
method. 
Class evaluation of the problem may be done in two 
ways: first, through the desired outcomes or objectives 
set up a t the beginning of the problem; second, by a cul-
minating activity at the close ot the problem such as: 
(1} panel discussions, (2) "Professor uiztt program, (3) 
a. written paper of the problem studied, (4) making a list 
or understandings and skills learned during the study, (5) 
original tests made by pupils and, (6} dramatization. 
The teacher helps the child evaluate the problem and 
his changed behavior patterns as a result ot the study or 
a ctivity by: example--expressing unbiased opinions of 
the class progress, individua l progress and by using evala-
ating instruments tha t will help the pupil measure his 
gro .rth in ttitudes, intorest, interpretation ot dat, 
work and study habits, application of principles, appreci-
ations, and aspects of thinking. The instruments used in 
evaluating some of these outcomes are not considered 
finished specimens of tests but as they do represent a 
first step in statistical evaluation, certgin tests have 
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10 been included in the a ppendix. They are shown in prelimi-
nary form which represents the coopera tive work ot: -(1) 
administrators, (2) teachers, and (3} pupils. 
The reltltion of the community~ the '""chool. The 
degree of effectiveness ot the school is in proportion to 
the understanding tha t the people of the community have 
of the practices a nd purposes of the school. They may be 
helpful in coordinating a nd suggesting va lua ble resources 
in the environment that otherwise would not be a v il~ble. 
nr. Evol Spafford states: 
Parents, too, should be givon the cha nce to 
assist in the planning ot the sehool program, 
helping to evaluate the present offerings, sug-
gesting modifications that will better satisfy 
group needs and interests. The understanding 
gained through such experiences will help to make 
parents more intelligently interested and coop-
erative in providing tor and encouraging ot school 
lea rnings into homes. Through contacts with 
parents the teacher will be aided in understand-
ing the a bilities of students, the responsibilities 
they accept and the standards they set for their 
own work. 
The Home a nd Family Life Education director a nd tea chers 
ha ve bean lea ders oince 1924 in bringing pa rents into the 
s chool for oooperation in curriculum building a s was 
0 
Appendix, Division III . 
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11 described in the history ot the program. In 1938 they 
established a visiting week for parents. The parents re-
ceived written invitations to visit all or any one of the 
school laboratories. At the end of this week, the teachers 
and a representative group of mothers met a t ea ch of the 
high schools nd the mothers evaluated the program from 
their understandings tha t they had gained during the week 
of visiting. 
Other ways the Home and Family Life Education depart-
ment has presented the school to the community and received 
cooperation through the parents have been by: (1) P . T. A. 
programs, in helping plan the program for the year and by 
giving the entire program at one or two meetings during 
the year, (2) giving a lesson on consumer buying to a 
homeroom mothers me~ting, (3) constructing home furnish-
ings and the teacher was invited t o the child's home to 
see the finished product in use, (4) showing an interest 
in the Federal community centers by visiting occasionally, 
and inviting the teachers in the center to visit the 
school, (5) serving food a t open house for the entire 
school, (6) caring for the small children whose mothers 
a ttend udult meeting a t the schools, and (?) encouraging 
the use of local t alent in the schools in connection with 
progr ams , social service work , and student a id a ctivities. 
Through this closer contact with the home the teaeh-
ers are made more aware of the needs of the community: 
l 
ct . unte, p. 9. 
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its econo.mic and hea lth conditions, its standards and 
customs, people's W'dys of earning a livlihood, and their 
manner of living. As a result, the teacher will be a con-
tributing member of the teacher-teacher planning conferenc$ 
in each school. 
CHAPTER IV 
EVALU, TION OF THE CONTRIBUTIO S 
MADE BY THE HOME ! ND F .. UIILY LIFE EDUC TION 
TO THE GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM IN THE 
TULSA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS 
The only ev luat ion of the contributions m~de by the 
Home and Family Life Education to t he General Education 
progr dm is the opinions of indi vi duals. If there is a 
direct, t angible w~y of metisuri ng these contributions, it 
has not been a ccomplished ut the present time. The es-
tablishment of the General Education pr ogram, the heavy 
teacher-~o d and the lack of knowledge a nd time necessary 
to assemble such meas uring instruments, are the apparent 
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hand icaps . The dir ector and te· chers of the depdrt ment 
feel that t he entire school apprecia tes the gr eat value to 
the general sc~ ol improvement , a s indi cated by demands 
.made by the principuls, till other tea chers a nd all students 
in res pect to: (1) advice on gui dance , relationships · nd 
the approach to organizing activities, (2) suggesting 
act i vi ti s •:1th meaningful pur poses, ( 3) reading and illus-
tr tive rter i als , (4) equ i pment to make t he situ tion 
more n· tural , ctnd ( 5) the oppcrtunity to come into the 
labora tori es to put int o pr actice t heir learning, tlnd to 
test t he dppl ica tion. The plea from every Home anc Family 
Life Education teacher has been for more time i n order to 
meet these demands to the best of their ability. This, to 
me, is one of the most import nt evalua tions tha t we h ve 
to give evidence tha t our pr ogr a m and contributions a re 
an essential part of any functional program of education. 
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Other evidences of the contributions a re letter 'l' ~ "'1 lf )? f't14 
"l<lA .... 
:t'rom: ( 1) Dr. A. N . Ziekel of the Curriculum Staff of -.q 
the Progressive Assoc iation, (2) H. H. Giles dlso of the 
Curriculum Staff of the Progressive Education Association , 
( 3) Eli C. Foster, ssistant Su erintendent of Secondary 
Schools of Tulsa , (4) T. H. Broad , Principal of 'ebster 
High School this year, who helped establish the General 
Education in the junior high s chools , and (5) some state-
ments from students. 
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?ROGRES IVE B'DUCATION AS OCL TION 
OO!i: SS I ON ON THE RELATION OF SCHOOL Al\TD COLLEGE 
OHI O STATE UNIVERSITY 
COLUMBUS 
May '7, 1~40 
Miss Ione Wood, 
Lowell Junior High School, 
Tulsa , Oklahoma. 
Dear Miss cod: 
Copy 
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One of the outstanding weaknesses of most 
science in truction in the junior high school is tho 
emphasis on a bstract concepts in science, verbalization 
about the applications of science, and a failure to empha-
size the social implications of science. This latter 
emphasis is particularly hard tc get with a strict subject-
matter organization, such a s is currently used in avail-
able textbooks. V.hile much of the general science content 
deals with functiona l material it is not taught in 
functional situa tions. 
It seems to me tha t the greatest contribu-
tion of the present Tulsa organization is that it provides 
many opportunities for teaching functional material in 
functional situations. This tends to remove the emphasis 
from content objectives and pl a ce the use of content in 
pur poseful situations. Drawing problems from personal, 
t mily, and community a res places content in meaningful 
situations close to the life of the student. This is, I 
believe, the greatest asset the Tulsa organization has. 
Very truly yours, 
{Signed) A. l • Zee iel 
.rtt Z-EMS 
PROGRESSIVE EDUCJ TION .i: SSOCII' ION 
CO ~ISSION ON THE RELATION OP' SCHOOL ND COLLEGE 
OHIO ST.t T'E UNIVERSITY 
diss Ione V ood 
Lo~ ell uchool 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Dea r Mis ... 1t ood: 
COLUMBUS 
Copy 
April 15, 1940 
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The ~~jor contributions made by the t umily life educa-
tion work to the gener al education progr am in 'l'ulsa have 
been at Lowell School so far as my obs rvetion goes. It 
I wore to attempt a statement regarding them, it would be 
in the nature of oertuin impressions r~ther tha n a Cdreful 
survey. I am quite happy t o s ay that these impressions 
h ve been: 
1. Through group planning between teachers bas come 
an enlarged vision ot s chool responsibility, a 
re lization tht.. t conditions of life in the home 
decidedly ' ffect the development of boys and 
girls. At Lowell this has resulted in two kinds 
of activities , both highly important. The first 
is a n a ttempt to help students de&l vith rea l 
prob lems from their own lives row, such s how 
to budget u relief or W. P . ' . income; the 
second, a reaching out into the community itself 
to a ssist p- rents. 
2 . Specific illustra tions which I have seen of this 
program a t wor k ould include the &king .of fur-
niture out of scr plumber, giving some children 
their ovm dress ing t ables for the tirst time in 
their lives; the buying of materials a t the ten 
cent store in which choice is improved through 
pra ctice; experience in cooking a nd serving 
foods which a re nourishing but cost little, 
t ra ini ng in the a rrc: ngement of furniture; the 
ca re and feeding of children ; und so forth. 
3. I am placing by itself the significant experi-
ment of sending youngsters tr ined in the f ~mily 
life program into the home so tha t pa rents can 
come into the school for the s a me kind of in-
struction. I regard this a s one of the most 
J!iss Ione Wood, 4 pril 15, 1940, Page 2 . (Copy) 
outstanding developments toward inclusive com-
munity education in the United States . Along 
with this should be mentioned the use of the 
school ~s a co:nmunity center nd the u id which 
the school gives to other community center work. 
I sha ll never torget the story ot ho 'l .men parents 
were invited to a smoker where they could .sit 
in their shirt sleeves and enjoy c program, com-
ing for the first time to the re lization that a 
scfiool was not a sort of prison useful only to 
keep the children from under foot. The result 
of this in t he ca se of the 1. P . A. pa inter who 
redecorated one floor of the Central High School 
so tha t it v;ould be a more attractive place tor 
students t o live and work in is also very out-
,)tand ing. 
With cordia l regards , I am 
Sincerely yours, 
H. H. Giles 
HI:IG:JS 
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Miss Ione Wood 
CENTRAL·l!IGR SCHOOL 
TULSA, OKLAHOMA 
Lowell Junior High School 
Tulsa, Oklaho.Di 
Dear Miss Wood: 
(Copy) 
May 1, 1940 
From first-hand information as well as 
reports from students and teachers, I am favorably im-
pressed with the contribution made by tamily lite 
education to the general edu-0ation program in Tulsa. 
The active interest which boys and girls have taken in 
this important phase of study has been very greatly 
facilitated by the work of the home economics depart-
ment. Particularly has it been outstanding in the 
cooperative relationship existing between art, music 
and home economics. 
It is one ot the signal achievements ot 
the curriculum development. 
Very sincerely, 
(Signed) 
ELI C • FOSTER 
Ass istant Superintendent 
ECF:H 
VI 
DANIEL WEBSTER HIGH SCHOOL 
TULSA, OKLAHOMA 
(Copy) 
.Tune 4, 1940 
Miss Ione Wood 
Lowell Junior High School 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Dear Miss ood: 
Regarding your question concerning an evaluation ot the 
contribution ot home and f amily lite education to the 
general education program in the junior high schools of 
Tulsa, .may I otter the following as my observation. 
Your program has provided many-and varied opportunities 
to students tor activities . I, personally, have a feel-
ing that every child should engage in some sort of work 
with the hands to provide tor him an outlet which assists 
in his maintaining good mental health. Your program has 
provided experiences in home making and home improvement 
whieh certainly is a great need tor girls in your own 
community, since so many of those girls come from homes 
ot low economic living or from broken homes which do 
not provide those experiences tor the child. 
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Your program has provided opportunities for the study and 
solution of problems regarding family rela tions. Aga in, 
in that community that is a great and serious problem tor 
the children ot Lowell Junior High School. Similar ex-
periences, of course, have been provided in other junior 
high schools in town where the problems are just as serious 
but perhaps of a different nature. The program has pro-
vided experiences and opportunities in personality ad-justment ot students. The program has also provided ex-
periences in consumer education. I think·it is a very 
tine thing that your ourchase of supplies, groceries, 
clothing, ·etc. is done through merchants in your local 
community, the same merchants from which the families 
of the children make their purchases , making them 
conscious of how better to spend their money to get the 
most out of it. 
Miss Ione Wood 
P• 2 (Copy) 
The program has provided a study ot good physical health 
habits and diet which probably is one of the first re-
quirements in the life of a child. Through your program 
you have offered facilities a nd opportunities for social 
experiences tor boys and girls . The boy-girl relation-
ship in the junior high age certa inly needs careful 
watching and planning and supervision and you have pro-
vided that. 
Through opportunities in clothing and toads you have 
helped adolescents in the solution of their own immediate 
needs and personal problems . You have also offered a 
possibility for boys and girls to explore in a field that 
might offer vocational opportunities, giving them some 
pre-vocational experiences. 
One of the greatest contributions to the professional 
growth of faculties in Tulsa has come about through the 
conference hour of f a culties . The experiences of the 
teacher in the home and family life education have been 
very helpful in these conferences in bringing new light 
to teachers in the profession . Your contribution to this 
eonterence hour has greatly enhunced the possibilities 
of guidance, since you are able to see and study stud-
ents in a situation which is not quite so artificial as 
the usual academic classroom. 
Personally, I am unable to see how any progr m could be 
called a general education program without the contribu·· 




T. H. Broad 
Princi pal 
EIGHTH GRADE PUPIL STATEMENTS 
ttThe subject of clothing was very helpful to the 
girls in the general education class when we studied and 
.made reports on clothing. Homemaking gave us a better 
understanding of clothing. 
In the toods class we received hel ful information 
on suitable foods for different climates and seasons of 
the year. And that color contrast was desirable in foods. 
So when we discussed foods in General Education Class 
we could tell the boys.~--Dorothy 
ttin clothing we learned the kind of materials so 
that e could make an exhibit tor the general education 
class when our committee gave the report.~--Glen 
"In clothing, I compared the way they used to make 
clothing and how we make it today when I gave my report 
in General Education Class. Sewing was much harder 
years ago . 
For my report on foods, I used the information that 
I received from my food class, to compare the way we grow 
our foods now and bow they grew them years ago. We find 
it much easier now as we have better farm equipment.tt--
Thelma 
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The effectiveness of the learning ot the individuals 
and groups that use the laboratories other than the Home 
and Family Life Education classes will be influenced by 
the extent to which the equipment is in harmony wi th the 
educational aims ot their programs. This means that most 
ot the junior high schools will need some equipment and 
at least one room to meet the needs of a home-like situa-
tion. Lowell und Clinton especially, need department 
equipped to become a community center for social experi-
ences. This agrees with Dr. Ivol Spafford's conclusion: 
Trends in education today point to a demand 
at the secondary level for relatively more general 
practitioners in education and fewer specialists 
in narrowly conceived subject matter aspects . The 
home economists who ill best serve as a general 
practitioner needs to see her field broadly,·but 
she needs even more to see education broadly, to 
be a rare of the social situation and the signifi-
cance ot social changes, and to understand human 
behavior.12 
Ivol Spafford and Committee, Home Economics in 
General Education at the Secondary LeveI"';° (Burgess ~ 




Sp ftord, Ivol and Committee. ~ Economics in General 
Education~ the Secondary Level. Burgess Publish-
ing Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1939. 
B. UNPUBLISHED MATERIAL 
Tuls Public Schools, Building~ Core Curriculum in the 




CRITERIA FOR THE SELJroTION OF CORE CURRICULUM 
PROBLEM:> FOR THE SOOONDARY SCHOOLS OF TULSA, OKLAHOMA 
The core curriculum dea ls with the fundamental areas 
of learning and experiences which are essenti al for all 
educated citizens in a democracy. Problems selected for 
development with the intention of enabling pupils to 
att a in the objectives inherent in the core curriculwu 
should: 
1 . Grow out of the interests and needs ot pupils . 
2. Be common and recurrent in the lives of large 
numbers of pupils. 
3. Provide a variety ot experiences suited to 
pupils of different abilities and needs . 
4. Provide integr ting experiences for pup i ls . 
5. Aid pupils in developing s ocially desirable 
behavior patterns. 
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6. Contribute to a continuous growth in know-
ledge and understanding which will enable 
pupils to cope successfully with the issues 
and problems encountered both inside and 
outside of school. 
7. Be such that materials and facilities can be 
made available forte chers and pupils . 
8. Permit a l arge degree ot pl anning by the pupils 
as a group, by the pupils with tea chers, and 
by pupils working a lone. 
9. Be suited to the maturational level of the 
pupils who are to develop them. 
10. Be ot sufficient r ange and scope that 1t justi-
fies considera tion by pupils and teachers. 
11. Permit crea tive &nd pupil initia ted work on 
the part of individuals. 
Approved by Secondary Curriculum Council 
October 21, 1937 
n 
TULSA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
I. Te cher planning in advance • 
.A • Appra isal 
1. Analysis of pupil development to determine what 
inherent problems may be used as a basis of 
learning experiences. 
2. Tentative selection ot a problem for appraistll. 
3. Checking the problem agains t a ims and objectives 
~hich have been agreed upon as being desirable. 
4. pplying criteria which have been agreed upon as 
defining satisfaotory problems around which units 
of learning experience may be developed. 
5. Final choice ot a tentative problem. 
B. Tentative planning by teacher 
1. Listing tentative activities which may be used 
in developing the problem. 
2 . Loe ting and listing books, material, points ot 
interest that may be visited, persons to be 
interviewed, etc. 
II. Teacher-pupil planning and development. 
A. Orientation 
1. Survey of pupil needs and interests by the class 
nd of working in cooperation with the te cher. 
2. Listing of pupil probleJllS which grow out ot their 
needs and interests. 
3. Selection of a problem tor study. 
4. Getting~ large overview of the problem through 
excursions, demonstrations, viewing moving 
pictures or slides, interviews with or discus -
sions by persons with broad experience with 
rel tion to the problem, etc. 
5. Consideration of the objectives which must be 
a tt ined in order to permit solution of the 
problem. 
B. Planning 
1. Deciding the method of procedure to be followed 
in solution of the problem, organization ot 
committees on the basis of pupil interests it 
committees are to be used, allocation ot the 
various factors to pupils or to committees for 
study, etc. 
2. Locating materials, books, person, places, · etc., 
that may be helpful in solving the p~oblem, and 
making arr angements tor them to be a ccessible 
to pupils. 
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C. Problem-solving activities 
1. Individuals or committees collecting data , 
proposing hypotheses, etc. 
2. Study or review ot skills needed; practice 
where needed. 
3 . Ex eriments, investigations, r eports, etc. 
D. Summarizing activities 
1. Reports or individua ls and ot committees to the 
group. 
2. Discussion or reports and listing of learnings, 
conclusions, etc. 
3. Organization ot individual a nd group findings 
with rela tion to the whole problem. 
E. Evaluation activities 
l. Eva luation ot outcomes in terms of objectives. 
F. Sequential activities or culminating activities 
1. Reorganiza tion ot findings ~nd learnings to 
meet new needs or to define additional problems 
which lll::iY be used a s the basis of unit ot 




A STUDY OF BELIEFS 
Directions !Q The Pupil 
FIRST, TORN TO THE R.~CK OF THE ANS ;ER SHEET .. ND F I LL IN ALL 
OF THE BLANKS Tm.1IB. AFTER FILLING IN ALL OF THE BLANKS, 
READ THE FOLLOWING P.nRAGRI\.PHS CAREFULLY. 
DIRECTIOtS: 
(a) There a re two parts to this test: (1) The Answer 
Sheet; and ( 2 ) a list of statements entitled "A Study of 
Beliefs.~ Be sure that you have both parts . 
(b) There are 52 sta tements on the "Study or Beliefs,~ 
and pl a ces for 52 ans 1ers ·on the Answer Sheet. Read the 
first statement e~refully, a nd indicate immediately on the 
answer Sheet your first 1'eel1ng towdrd the statement. 
Proceed to the next statement , and mark ea ch in the same 
manner. 









:s trong- : . 
• 1y • • 
. .score 
If you agree with the whole 
statement, draw a circle 
around the 


















If you re uncerta in how you 
feel about the whole statement, 
draw a circle around the U • 
If you disagree with the whole 
: statement, draw a circle 
: around the D • 
If, in marking any sta tement, 
you feel very strongly abon~ 
it, make your circle first, 
: and then a lso pl a ce a check 
mark in the column headed 
--~~--=~~~---=~~~--~~--· "Feel Strongly". 













:1. Everyone should be loyal to 
_: ____ :__,.,,,....,,,,_ _______ : their family. 
2. :AUD ! :2. I should be polite to every-
one by not announcing my 
---..-----......-.,,.,,... ........ -----~-----: dislikes to others. 









: not oause a visitor to have 
a good opinion or a bad . . 




























right in showing their dis-
appo intment of losing the 
basketball game by leaving 
the floor wi thout giving a 
cheer or a hQndshake to 
their opponents • 
:5. Students should take their 
parents advice and not stay 
_: __ ~---:....-_..~--------------: up l a te on school nights. 6. :AUD :6. People with bad colds should 
----::----:~----~=--------~= not be allowed in school. 
















make friends for a person, 
is to have a pleasant ex-
pression on one's f ace • 
:8. If there is a speaker for 
the assembly, he is a guest 
and any misbehavior on the 
part of even one student 
brings criticism on the en-
.... •_____ :_..,,_,,,,.... __________ : tire aud ience and school. 

















writes on the walls of a 
building or who idly a llows 
his pencil to be drawn along 
the walls is guilty ot mis-
: : : conduct • 

















me for 1hat I am, not be-
cause ot any good manners I 
: have learned • 
:A U~D~:--------~--~1·1. My parents should let me go 
. 
. 
. . . 
: to parties any tlme I choose 
because if I lose sleep, I 
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: 15. :A U D: . • :15 • 































. . . . 
-·---r-o,,---·..-----·-----------------· 20.. :A u D : :20. 
• • 
. . . 
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·then I answer the telephone, 
the person that hears my 
voice will like me better 
if my voice is not too loud 
and can understand what I 
say. 
The decision of an offioicil 
in an a thletic contest 
should not be accepted if 
the team disagrees with him. 
I should not spend any ti.me 
expla ining how the team h~p-
pened to lose, but give 
credit to the superior play-
ing of the opponents • 
Everyone shoulc help keep 
his ork l9ce tidy. 
\/'hen 11 members of the -
f amily h ve been served, I 
may start eating. 
My f a ther owns bis home and 
pays taxes; therefore if I 
destroy school property I 
should not be punished. 
It I ·am a member of the 
team, I have the right to 
ques t ion decisions of the 
officials all during the 
game. 
People who sing in choruses 
or play in orchestras make 
beautiful music because 
they have team work in 
singing or playing parts. 
It is necessary tor me to 
consider others during my 
lunch hour. 
No person should expect to 
receive pay- for regular 
home duties, since they re 
his share of the family 
responsibilities a nd his 
contribution to family life. 
P rties or what people 
make them, so unless the 
guest has had a good time 
he need not speak to the 
hostess before leaving the 
party • 
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:No. of: :Feel 
:State-: :Strong-: 
:ment . :li Score: . 23. . AUD: . . 23 • It should be the mother's . . , 
. . . responsibility to clea n . . . 
.. . all of the clothes for . . 
. . the members of her family. . • 
. 24. . AU D: . 24. How I pr a ctice for a con-. . l 
: . test is my own business, . 
. . . so long as I do not in-. . . 
• . fluence others to break . . 
. . . . the rules • 
• 
. . . 
. 25. . A U D: 25 • I may keep a ll the rules . 
. . . or the game and still not . . . 
. . . show true sports.nanship. . . . 
: 26. AUD: . 26. Any student who needs to . 
: . : use a tool a t home may . 
. . . t ake it from the shop with-. . . 
. . out permission. . . 
. 27. A U D: . 27. I prefer to work alone aad . . 
• . . not bother with other . . . 
. . people; theret'ore I should-. . 
. . . n~-t be required to work . . . 
• . . with a committee in my • . . 
• . . class • • . . 28. U D . . . 28. When my clothes and per-. . . 
son a re clean, people will 
. . . enjoy my company more • 
• . . 
• 29. i-\. u D: 29. I cannot be loyal to sc.hool . 
. nd do just as I please . 
. regardless of the group . 
.. decision of my fellow 
• 
. . . students • . . . 
. 30. U D: 30. The team should not only . 
. . pl ay to win , but plc1y for . . 
• . . . the enjoy ent they get . . . . 
.. . . from the game • .. . . 
31. 1 u D: . 31. The m1n who runs a big • 
. business like Sears , does . 
. . not have to have team. work 
• 
. 
. . among his employees, the 
• 
. 
s a me as the coa ch has to 
. . . . have team work among his 
. • . . 
. players • . 
. 32. • A U D: . 32. I find it easy to sing the . . . 
. . . . . tune, but I think it takes 
. . . . . 
. . too much ork to learn to 
• . 
. sing parts of a song. . 
:No. ot: 
: s tate-: 
:ments : 
33. :A U D 
34. Au D 
35. A U D 





37. .n U D 
38 ~ A U D 
39. ~ U D 





























If I loose a pocket knife 
on the grounds , I expect 
it to be turned in at the 
office. 
The popula r student is 
friendly -to the "old-
students, " ignoring the 
new students in school. 
It is all right for me to 
disregard customs and 
manners if I do not wish 
to follow them . 
Everyone who is chosen to 
pl uy on a team may, by his 
own conduct, bring glory 
or discredit to his school 
~ nything is fair in a 
g~me, s o long sit is not 
especia l ly forbidden by 
the rules. 
If I find a ua rter on the 
school grounds it should 
be mine. 
I did not drop any scraps· 
onto the floor; therefore, 
I should not ha ve to p iok 
up any scraps. 
The popular student is 
ca reful and considerate ot 
other people's feeli.ngs 
and st ill .manages to be 
natura l. 
~ kindly understa nding for 
the opinions of others nd 
for w~ys of working differ-
ent from my own, will help 
to make me a more agreea ble 
v-.rorker. 
Students enjoy being with 
each other even though 
some wea r dirty clothes a nd 
~re not clea n in body. 
The members of the f amily 
may sta rt eating a s soon 
as their plates a re served . 
No. of: 











44 • AU D :44. 





















·~ ....... ,..._..,,.,,..~·....,......,..,,._,.. __ ~~..,,.,,.......;;~..,,.,,..~· 
48. U D :48. 
. 
. 
______ ..,,.,,.. _______ _,_....:..~~~---~..,,.,,..-· 










50. A U D : 50. 
·~"="" _____ ......,__,,__,,..... ........................... ...,_ __ ~ 













If I should drip tonr:,.to · 
soup on my best clothes, 
I should get out the 
cleaner nd attend to it 
myself. 
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Unless people lea rn and 
follow the rules or good 
manners, they will be left 
to be with those who have 
never learned good manners. 
It my father is old-
f shioned, according to my 
opinions, I should find 
f ault when he appea r s be-
fore my teachers '· nd f ello 
students. 
The school should not ask 
me about my health ha bits • 
Thi s is purely ~ersona l, 
and none of the school 's 
business. 
I should not expect pay tor 
everything I do around the 
house like w shing the 
dishes, burning the trash 
or any other t asks about the 
house. 
Befo1·e lea ving the home room 
party, students should thank 
the home room tea cher and 
those students on the com-
mittees for their part in 
the success ot the party • 
The per son 1 appea rance of 
a ny person depends entire-
ly on pretty clothes • 
Only those people that s peak 
in public should be con-
cerned with t he pleasant 
tone, clear and correct pro-
nuncia tion . 
A student is loyal member 
of his home room even 
though he refuses to hold 
any office or serve on a ny 
committee. 
A S'l'O'DY OP' BELIEFS 
Tabulation Sheet 
.Name Date Hour_ 
~--~~~~~~----~~~- ---~~~~----~ 
















32 • ~----~--------~---33·~----------~~-----35.~--~---------------38. ____________________ _ 
39.~--~~-------------41. 








Relating to others 
1. Add scores · in column I. Give l point for 
answer-\ ~, 2 points for answer nDn, zero 
for a ns er "U" • 
2. Do column II in the s ame manner. 
3. If you set the same standa rd for yourself 
a s you do for others, the two scores 
should be the same. 
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Scale or bel iefs: 
2 . You agree 
STUDY OF BELIEFS 
1. You do not know 
O. You disagr ee 
Directions: 
It-you disagree with a statement found below; for 
example, number one, place a zero in the square numbered 
one on the score sheet. Or it you agree with statement 
one, then pl ce a number two in the square number ed one on 
the score sheet. On the score sheet number each of the 
stateme ts written below, according to your belief. 
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1. Young people who have had through childhood the oppor - ·\ 
tunity and responsibility of sharing in the activities 
of home are very fortunate . 
2. A displ ay of anger by a child .may be tolerated or per-
mitted t home because the members of the family are 
the only erdons tha t see him. 
3. Good health is very i mportant for it increases our 
ability to vrork . 
4. You should never expect to receive p y for washing 
dishes, taking care ot personal cloth jng, care of 
1avm, or for any other like duties at home. 
5. Junior high school age is soon enough for your oarents 
to try to get you to control your temper. 
6. Junior high school girls and boys learn how to manage 
money wisely, if·they eo.rn money or h ve an allowance. 
7. R bits of thrift, accepting responsibility, and readi-
ness to wor k with other people a re helped most by the 
training you get at heme. 
a. There is no value for a junior high school girl or boy 
to make a budget, the head-of-the-f mily" is the only 
one helped by planning. 
9. You a ttend the ·Ninth Cr~dc Bn.n~uet, there re two torks 
a nd t wo s uons, you do not knc which one to use a nd 
become embarrdssed because you do not know. If this 
.kind of emburrussment happens of ten you v•ill lose con-
f 1dence in yourself and will cause you to avoid part i es. 
10. It is better to alv:J.ys over-look faults than to run the 
risk of ca using a ~u&rrel. 
11 . Much of your leisure time shoul be spent in games 
plc>.yed alone . 
12. You should be grateful for the opportunity to give p rt 
of your free time to school-service by serving as 
representative for your home room at Student Council . 
13. When p&rents are friendly and spend some of their leisure 
time with their children, there is a better under-
standing or relationship or p rents a nd children. 
14. Your actions in class or the school do not affect 
any other members of the class . 
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15. All members of the family should share, according to 
their ages ~nd abilities, both ~he privileges and 
responsibilities, with respect to money. 
16. Character is developed by the members of families 
living together, and taking an interest in one another, 
but each member having their own ide· ls. 
l?. The way in which you act is expected to work out for 
the good of others as wel as for yourself. 
18. The people in the community should be more interested 
in the business activities thun the condition of the 
homes and schools of the community. 
19. A person your age is helpless concerning the family 
budget; that is, you can neither help add to or sub-
tract from the f~mily income unless you e rn some 
money. . 
20. Protection of ,health is an important service th t 
should be given by the community to its members. 
21. God looking clothing depends on the price aid: that 
is the higher the price the better looking the clothing. 
22. If a f e mily follows the uemocr::itic p l a n, they c.ec ide 
their problems by first letting each member give their 
ide· s and then " gree to do the thing thut seems best 
for the family a ~ whole . 
2Z. Your choice of friends is strictly an individua l problem 
which does not utf ect you or your family's life. 
24 . Cleanliness of body and clothing is one of the most im-
portant factors in being attractive to other people. 
25. Obedience is a very important ond an absolute necessary 
element in the life of everyone, for no one may do ex-
actly as he pleases without reg~rd for others. 
26. Cooperative ply helps you discover your real self. 
Doing things with other people, such ~s elkinc. bi-
cycling, skating, singing, and acting, may bring out a 
side of your n~ture that you ha d never thought existed. 
2?. The presence of anger may cause unfairness, as anger 
displayed by a football player on the field. 
28. Parents should encourage you from infa ncy to leurn selt-
control and not give way to anger. 
29. A personal allowance is not important for a junior high 
school student when they are given money by their 
parents. 
30. The :tear of being "laughed-at,, by your groul) , c uses 
you to improve your behavior even though you do not 
l<:now why they laugh. 
31. The person who chooses and eats the proper foods shows 
the results in the color and clearness of the skin , and 
in the "pep" and energy e iven to work, as well as pluy . 
32 . -Members of a home room should not be required to hold 




















5 2 . 
Each member of the "modern home 01' today" s hould be 
a llowed to do exactly a s he pleases. 
The greatest a dvanta ge ot a budget or a pl an for 
spending, is that it makes the individua l consider 
carefully between his wants and his needs. 
The father works to make the income for the family, 
then the mother should give her time in tra ining the 
children. 
There is nothing which shows so truly the kind o:t' · the 
home from which an individua l com.es a s his manner, 
either good or ba d. 
School life is the grea test help in tra ining you to 
cooperate with other people and to · be unselfish. 
Students 01' junior high school age, need not be in-
cluded in pl a nning the family budget or s pending. 
Worry and nagging of one member is apt to destroy the 
harmony 01' a f amily group. 
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The individua l who gives up everything and a sks for 
nothing is the family's idea l member. 
Your a ctions in cla ss or school do not a ffect any other 
members of the cla s s . 
If the member ot the f amily tha t contracts a contagious 
dis ease, stays a t home it is not necessa ry to report 
the disease · t o the city hea lth department. 
Stand , walk, a nd sit correctly, and it will give your 
clothing a chance to make you better looking. 
Father, or the oldest member of the f amily should make 
all decisions for the f amily. · · · 
Sincerity, honesty, cheerfulness , service, courtesy, 
reliability, a re desira ble in friends a nd these qua li-
ties 01' chara cter a re a lways des irable in a ll life 
situations. 
Your mother should -agree to pay you a regula r a llowance 
tor washing dishes, burning trash, or some other work 
a bout the house. 
Your school attendance a nd work is not a ffected by 
hea lth, good or bad. 
The people of the community shoul d cooperate with the 
f amilies and the school in helping improve educa tion 
and the leisure time activities 01' the children of 
tha t community. 
Care of your clothing adds to the f amily income. 
If you were applying for a job, the employer would pay 
very little a ttention to the condition of your clothing . 
Some people believe tha t children should not be re-
quired to obey a dults. 
Good health, which means a s a genera l rule a good dis-
position , does not a ffect your standing with your 










. . 28 . . 




. . . 




5 . 31 . 
. . 
. . 
6 32 . . 
. . 
• • 
7 . . 33 • . 
. . . 
. • • 
8 . . 34 . . 
. . . . 
. • . • 
9 . 35 . 
. . . 
. . . 
10 . . 36 . . 
. . 
. . 
11 . 37 . 
12 38 • • 
. 
. 
13 . . 39 . . 
. . 
. . 




16 . 42 . 
. 
• 
17 . . 43 . • . . 
. 
. 
18 . 44 . . . 
. . 
. • 
19 . 45 • . • 
• . 
20 . 46 . . . 
. . . 




22 . . 48 . • . • 
. . . 
. . • 
23 . . 49 . . . . 
. 
. 
24 . 50 . . . 
25 . . . 51 . . . . • 
.  




No. :Score :Score No. . No. :Score :Score No. . . 
. 
• . . . • . . . . • 
. 27 . 2 . 3 . • 47 • . . . . • . 
. . . 
. . . 
• 5 . . 28 . 31 . . . 52 . . . . . . . 
. . • . . • 
. 9 . . 30 . 26 . 11 • . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
• . . . . . . • • 
. 36 . . 14 12 . . . 32 • . . • . . . • 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
. 17 . . 41 16 . . . 40 . • • . . . • • 
. . . . . . • . . . . . • • 
• 45 . . . 23 43 . . . 21 . • . • . . . . . 
. . . . . • 
• . • . . • 
. 25 : 51 24 . 50 • . . • 
. . . .. . . . . 
• . . . . . . • 
Total: . . Total :Tota l . . Total . . . • . . Score: . . Score :Score . . Score . . . . . . 
• . . . . . . . . 
• . . . . . . • • 
• . . . . . . • . . . . . . 
:No. :Score; ;Score; No . ;No. •Score• ;Score . No. . : : : : 
. . . • 
. . . . . . . . . . 
• 1 ' • • 33 • 4 ·• • ' • 46 • . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . • . . . . . . . . • 
• 7 . 37 . 6 . 29 . • . . . • 
. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
:39 . . 10 :34 . . 8 . • . . 
. . . . . . . 
. . • . . . . 
:13 . 35 :15 38 . . • 
. . 
• . 
:48 is :49 19 
• . 
• . 
:20 . 42 :22 . . 44 . . . 
. . 
• . 
:Tota l . :Tota l :Total: . :Tota l . . 
:Score :Score :Soore: . :Score . 
. :Score :Score . . . 
:Behavior . . • . 
:Personaiiiz . : 
:Res12onsrbI1It;y: . . 
:Sharinf Income . . 
. : To al . 
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RECORD OF GROWTH AND ACHIEVEMENT 
FOR GENERAL EDUCATION 
Name Social Living Date 
:Self- :Teacher Suggest ions for Im-
Appraisa1Appr a1sal : provement 
. . 
ork is: . . 
Satisfactory_: »: ta :t>,:bD: . . f.-4. A. ~ f-4. A . ~. 
Unsatisfactory~; o• ...... ~ 0 ...... . A• 
~= 1>:rn i ~ : I> : m <l> : 
. 
() Oro O O roS 
. a1 : $-4!<1> ro : f-4 : <l> <l>: 
~. P.. <l> I>. 11-4 • A • <l> I> • 
ti) • a-z 0- rn • a • Z O • 
...... H• ~ ..-t • H • f-4 • 
I. ~· 
• o, ~ • • o..· 
ro : Cl): $ro:fll a: 
Attitudes and Soc-: 11.) • H. H. 11.) • H H. . . • . • i al Adjustment . . . . . • . • 
1. Whole self-con-: . . . . . • • . . . 
trol . . . . . . 
. . • . . . . . . • 
2. Reasonable self+ . . 
confidence . . 
. . . 
. . . 
3. Fulfills respon~ . . . . . . . . 
s1b111t1es ~ . . . 
. . . . . 
. . . • . 
4. Is polite and . . 
courteous to . . 
people . . . . 
5. Assists cooper-: . . 
atively in class . . . . 
activities 
6. Works unseltish-t . . . . 
ly tor welfare . . 
of group . . . 
. . . 
. . . . 
. • . . 
7. Respect for . . 
. . 
school regula- . . 
tions . . 
. . . . 
. • . . 
8. Shows ability . . 
s a leader . . . . . . 
. . . 
sport: . 
. 
9. Is a good . . . . . . 
. . . . 
• . • . 10. Is friendly to . . . . • . 
teachers and . . . . . . 
pupils . . .. 




II . . • • • • . . . • . • Work Habits · . . . . . • . • 
1. Uses time, Material, . . . . . . . . 
and energy econom- . . . . . . • . • . ically . . . . . . . . 
. . . 
. . . 
2. Enters whole heart- . . 





5. Takes and follows . . 
directions accurate- . . . . . . 
ly . . . • 
. . . 
. . . 
4. Completes a ctivities . . . . 
attempted . . • . . • . . 
. 
. 





6 .. Uses desirable 1n1ti-: . . . . 
ative to solve diff i-: . . 
cul ties . . . . . . 
. . . 
. . . 7. Contributes to class . . . . . . . . . . 
discussion . . . . . . . . . . . • 
8 ,. Integrates school and: . . . . . . . . 
outside experience . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . 
.. . . . . 
. . 
. . 
III • •· . . . . . • . . Learning Situations . . . . . . . . 
1. Solving Problems . . . . . . . . 
a . Secures data . . • . 
b. Organizes and . . 
• • 
utilizes da ta . . • . 
o. Draws sound con- . . . . . . . . . . 
cl us ions . .. . . 
. 
. 
2. Improving self-ex- . .. . . . . . . 
press ion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. 
. 
a. Written com po- . . . • . . . . 
sition . • 
b. Oral compos ition . . . . . . . . . . (1) Speaks with . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 
clarity and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
correctness . . . . . . . . 
(2) Speaks with . • . . 
ease and force: . . . • 
o. Creative skill . . . . . . 
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3. Recognizes the con- . . . . . . . . 
tributions or dit- . . . . . . . . 
fere nt groups to . . 
American culture . . . . 
and life . . 
. . . 




Taken from John • Sexon - The Social Studies 
A Test on Sportsmanship 
Below are some elements or characteristics of good sportsmanship £1.!ld 
poor sportsmanship. Read eo.ch item nnd if you think it represents 
good sportsmanship, place a Gin front of it; if you think it repre-
sents poor sportsmanship place a Pin front of it. 
1. Plays hard to tho end. 
----
2. Quits when the game is going ago.inst him. 
----
3. Plays to the "grandstand." 
----
4. Is o. good loser. 
----
5. Takes ndvo.nt~gos when referee is not looking. 
----
----
6. Obeys orders of conch or captain. 
----
7. Treats his opponents as his guests. 
8. Boast, "crows", and "rubs it in." 
----
9. Congratulates tho winner. 
----
---
10. Accepts fouls without grumbling. 
---
11. Plays fair at all times. 
12. Cheats when his cheating cunnot be noticed. 
---
___ 13. Shows his disappointment n.t losing by "getting sore." 
---
14. Bacl::s his tcrun in every honest and honorable wny. 
---
15. Wins at any cost. 
16. Offers excuses and alibis for his failures. 
---
---
17. Jerrs o.t opponents t mi•sta!cos £1.!ld errors. 
18. "Razzes" the decisions of tho officio.ls. 
---
19. Respects authority of all kinds. 
---
20. Remembers tho Golden Rulo - "Do unto others as though 
--- you were tho others." 
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"PPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES EXERCISES 
Directions: In each of the following exercis es a problem 
is given. Below eaeh problem are two lists of statements. 
The first list cont a ins sta tements which can be used to 
answer the problem. Check in the left margin only tha t 
statement which bes t answers~ problem. The second list 
conta ins statements which can be used to explain the 
answers. On the left margin check only those sta tements 
which give the reasons for your answer to the problem. 
Problem: In warm weather (a woman ) who does not have a 
refrigerator sometimes wr aps her bottle of milk in a wet 
towel and places it where there is a good circula tion ot 
a ir. AssUJ.D.ing tha t the tempera ture is high a nd that the 
humidity is low, would a bott l e ot milk, wrapped in a wet 
towel and pl a ced where the a ir was circula ting, stay sweet 
s long a s a similar bottle of milk without a wet towel? 
Key 
The bottle wrapped with the wet t owel would stay sweet: 
a . longer than without the wet t owel •••••••••••• { )a 
b. not a s long as without the wet towel ••••.•••• ( )b 
c. the same length of time - the wet towel would 
make no difterence •••••••••••• • ••••••••••• • • { }o 
Choose the statements which you would use to explain or 
support your conclusion: 
1. The souring of milk is the result of the growth and 
life processes ot bacteria. 
2. A wet towel could not interfere with the growth of 
b cteria in the milk. 
3. The water in the towel absorbs heat and makes the 
milk stay warm longer. 
4. Wr apping the bottle with a wet towel is merely an 
old superstition. 
5. Evaporation is a ccompanied by an absor ption of heat. 
6 . Bacteria do not grow so r apidly when temperatures 
a re kept low. 
7. Wr appi ng a bottle of milk makes it wa rmer in the 
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same w y that people put on extra wraps to keep warm. 
The following self-rating scale is used more as 
a teaching aid in the juni or high school. Usually 
after the test is discussed and checked by the pupil, 
who selects one or t wo mdjor divisions or about five 
sub-divisions to try and show improvement, the papers 
are kept for future reference. Then after a given time 
they are returned to the child and he eva luates his 
efforts in terms of changed behavior patterns. 
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'' .1i SELF RATING SCALE 
This set of questions wn.s worked out to help you det ermine whether or not 
you arc strong or weak in some particular personality traits. Chock the questions 
in the proper colUil'lli. 
ADAPTABILITY 
1. Do you refrain from grumbling about 
things which you cannot change? 
2. Do you feel at ease with people; as: 
(1) At parties 
(2) In the classroom 
(3) In church 
(4) At picnics 
(5) Talking to superiors? 
3. Are you able to keep from feeling superior or better 
than most of your classmates? 
4. Are you unhappy when your friends have better things 
than yours? 
COURTESY 
1. Do you refrain from doing things which disturb 
others, as: 
(1) Tapping on a hard surface 
(2) Hunnning 
(3) Writing on tables 
(4) Squeaking chalk on the boo.rd 
( 5) Chewing gum 
2. Are you a good listener when others are t a lking? 
3. Do you remember to thank peopl e for favors and courtesies 
4. Do you interrupt people who [tr e talking without 
asking their pa rdon? 
5. Do you observe litt l e cust oms, such a s: 
(1) Knocking on the door before entering a room? 
(2) Asking to borrow books, pencil s , etc., 
before taking possession? 
6. Do you greet other s in a friendly manner? 
7. Do you r efrain from t a l king !Uld laughing loudly in 
public? 
8 . Do you speak i n a qui et vo i ce ? 
DEPENDABILITY 
1. Do you keep your promises? 
2. Do you perform your housekeeping duties without being 
r eminded? 
3. Do you play and vis it when you should b e at tending to 
duties ? 
4. Do you put things back in t heir proper pl aces when you 
use them? 
5. Do you keep your school work up to dat e ? 
6. Do you r eturn borrowed a r t icles ? 
Yes Some- No 
times 
PUNCTUALITY 
1. Are you ready for meals at ~ppointed times? 
2. Do you keep appointments on time? 
3. Do you hand in your school work when it is due? 
4. Do you loaf on your wa.y to class .and as a result 
are frequently late? 
s. When you borrow things, do you return them promptly? 
COOPERATION 
1. When you are appointed on a committee and accept the 
duty, do you complete the work assigned? 
2. When you are appointed chairman of a committee, do 
you see that the members meet in time to accomplish 
work? 
3. Do you offer to do more than is required of you at 
school and at home? 
4. Do you leave your part of the classroom clean and 
orderly? 
5. Do you observe home and .school regulations to the 
best of your ability? 
6. Do you follow and try to carry out given directions? 
SELF CONTROL 
1. Do you refuse to quarrel about unimportant things? 
2. Do you control your temper and not 11 fly 11 off the 
handle" when things go wrong at home or at school? 
.3. Do you try to resist the temptation to be sarcastic? 
4. Is your conversation free of gossip? 
5. Do you become irritated when friends tease you? 
6. Do you remain clam when you are corrected by others? 
7. Can you give way in ~mall matters when you know you 
are right? 
8. Do you try to correct a mistake that you make and 
not show displeasure? 
TACT 
1. Are you able to lead a group without causing hard 
feelings? 
2. Can you work without fussing with people you do not like? 
3. Do you get along with people? 
4. Do you show resentment when minor remarks are made abou~ 
you? 
5. Do you ask and grant favors in a pleasing way? 
6. Are you able to discuss your problems with your parents 
without causing hard feelings? 
7. Do you keep from meddling in other people's affairs? 
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1. Do you belong to too many school and outside 
activities to do your school work well? 
2. Do you decide on matters and then abide happily 
by your decisions? 
3. Do you plan your duties and activities so that 
you de not waste time? 
4. Do you always dress appropriately for the 
(1) Weather? 
(2) Occasion? 
5. Do you think of your health when choosing food? 
6. Do you think for yourself and not let others 
influence you? 
7. Do your classmates trust your decisions? 
INITIATIVE 
1. Do you like to do new things? 
2. Do you do your work without constant suggestions? 
3. Do you like to try new ways of doing old things? 
4. Do you make your own decisions in personal 
problems, as: 
a. Selecting a dress? 
b. Selecting shirts and ties? 
c. Selecting your shoos? 
d. Selecting your amusemnnts? 
RESPECT FOR THE RIGHTS OF OTHERS 
1. Do you r efrain from "bossing" people? 
2. Do you r efr a in from trying to persuade others to 
your point of view? 
3. Do you borrow personal things? 
4. Do you refrain from using personal things belonging 
to others without asking their permission? 
5. Do you take care of borrowed articles? 
FRIENDLINESS 
1. Do you make friends easily? 
2. Are you careful to say kind things about people? 
3. Do you help the now pupil to feel at home in your 
school1 
4. Do you keep tho same friends for several years? 
-4-
Yes Some- No 
times 
JUDGMENT 
1. Do you belong to too many school and outgide 
activities to do your school work well? 
2. Do you decide on matters and then abide happily 
by your decisions? 
3. Do you plan your duties and activities so that 
you de not waste time? 
4. Do you always dress appropriately for the 
(1) Weather? 
(2) Occasion? 
5. Do you think of your health when choosing food? 
6. Do you think for yourself and not let others 
influence you? 
7. Do your classmates trust your decisions? 
INITIATIVE 
1. Do you like to do new things? 
2. Do you do your work without constant suggestions? 
3. Do you like to try now ways of doing old things? 
4. Do you muke your own decisions in personal 
problems, as: 
a. Selecting a dress? 
b. Selecting shirts and tics? 
c. Sblecting your shoes? 
d. Selecting your amusemnnts? 
RESPECT FOR THE RIGHTS OF OTHERS 
1. Do you r efrain from "bossing" people? 
2. Do you r efr a in from trying to persuade others to 
your point of view? 
3. Do you borrow personal things? 
4. Do you refrain from using personal things belonging 
to others without asking their permission? 
5. Do you take care of borrowed articles? 
FRIENDLINESS 
1. Do you make fri ends easily? 
2. Are you careful to say kind things about people? 
3. Do you help the now pupil to fool at home in your 
school1 
4. Do you keep tho same friends for several years? 
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Yes Some- No 
times 
PERSONAL .APPEARANCE 
1. Does untidiness bother you? 
2. Is your clothing clean, neat and in good repair? 
3. Is your make-up so skillfully done as to appear natural? 
4. Do you maintain an erect, straight posture? 
s. Do you wear sensible low heel shoes to school? 
6. Do you have good health? 
7. Do you wash your teeth daily? 
s. Do you wnsh your hnnds before en.ch meal? 
HONESTY 
1. Do you give help to others on their examinations? 
2. Do you tell your mother the truth about where you 
are going and where you have been? 
3. Do you try to shield another who is in the wrong? 
4. Are you willing to let someone take the punishment 
that belongs to you? 
5. Are you honest--even in little things? 
ALERTNESS 
1. Do you have to ask people to repeat statements? 
2. Do you seo needs of others quickly? 
3. Do you notico that things need to be done at home 
or in the classroom and do them without being told? 
4. Do you a.void the uso of slang? 
5. Do you make a conscious effort to practice good 
English? 
6. Do you pay attention in class? 
-5-
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Yes Some- No 
times 
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